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Abstract-Neutralization
reaction was investigated in negative ferric hydrous oxide ~01s. The adsorption isotherm of OH- ions on the surface of colloidal particles was measured to provide the
variation of their charge with pH. Impulse radiolysis generated the reacting ions in the sol. Using a
fast DC conductivity setup for detection, a significant increase in the neutralization rate coefficient
was found at low OH- concentrations. The phenomenon was discussed in terms of the theory of
diffusion controlled reactions for particles interacting with Coulomb and Yukawa potential.

The present paper deals with the effect of negatively charged colloidal particles on the rate of the
neutralization reaction

1. INTRODUCTION
OF corrosion
products in the primary
cooling system of water cooled nuclear reactors has
drawn attention to the behavior of iron oxide colloids undergoing irradiation.“’ Suspensions of other
fissile oxides had been examined earlier.“’ The
basic question these investigations have posed is
how activated corrosion products travel around in
the system and how sedimentation terminates their
trip causing contamination.
Both of these investigations were performed under stationary conditions; dissolution”’
and fragmentation”’
effects
were found to be caused by substantial doses.
The search for candidates for water splitting
electrodes led to experiments with colloidal metal
“microelectrodes”-see,
e.g. Refs. (3,4)-and
recently with colloidal oxide semiconductors”s6’ such
as TiOz and a-FezOJ dispersions. The suspected advantage inherent in the small particle size, besides
their enormous surface, is the possibility of avoiding recombination
of light generated electrons and
holes before these reach the surface. This of course
could improve the yield of water cleavage systems.
Our aim was to explore fast processes immediately after irradiation in ferric hydrous oxide sols
in order to understand the fate of water radiolysis
products in such systems. The contribution of these
processes to radiation induced coagulation of iron
oxide colloids and to the consequent contamination
of the primary cooling circuit of nuclear power
plants may more clearly be understood in this way.
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(I)

H+ + OH-LH20,

where k1 is the rate coefficient. This effect is originated in the possibility of a new reaction, namely
the reaction of H+ ions with OH- ions adsorbed
on the surface of colloidal particles. Since the
charge of the colloidal particle depends on the bulk
concentration
of OH- ions, cOH- , the effective
neutralization rate coefficient, keE, will be a function of this concentration.
In order to characterize the colloid as a reactant
we needed the relation between the bulk concentration of OH- and the charge of individual particles. The measurement of adsorption isotherms of
hydroxide ions on the surface provided information
on the charge of single particles. The second step
was to measure the effective rate coefficient of the
decay of radiation generated hydrogen ions in a
wide CoH- range. This was made possible by the
nanosecond conductivity setup of Janata.“’
In the Discussion we invoke the theory of diffusion controlled reactions to describe our experimental findings.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Preparation

and characterization

of the sols

Negative ferric hydrous oxide ~01s’~’were prepared by the method of Powis”): 200 cm3 of a solution 0.0033 M in FeC13 and 0.0015 M in HCl was
added gradually to 300 cm3 of well stirred 0.016 M
KOH. The solutions were kept under Nz atmosphere and at 0°C before and during the mixing.
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Keeping the sol in the Nz atmosphere provided stability for at least one week. Samples for experiments were diluted from 30 cm3 parts of this sol to
480 cm3 with N1 saturated triple distilled water. All
other solutions were prepared with the same water
and from Baker Analysed Reagents. The samples
were allowed to age for one hour before experiments. Although other methods of preparationoO~“)
offered monodisperse a-Fe203 sols, their particle
size turned out to be too large.
We measured particle size by light scattering
which indicated 100 A for their radius. No considerable aggregation effect was detected during the
first day after preparation.
The total potassium concentration was checked
with a potassium electrode; pH and electrical conductivity were monitored during titration with
0.0097 M HCl. The adsorption isotherm calculated
on this basis is displayed in Fig. 1. A Langmuir
isotherm was fitted to the measured points:

(1)

K

COW

= e/(1 -

e),

here 8 = cI$~-/c~~~~~, K and &;jrlax are the two
parameters of the curve denoting the ratio of adsorption and desorption rate coefftcients and maximum adsorbed OH- concentration,
respectively.
The actual OH- concentration
on the surface is
given by c?$-.
Estimated
values for K and
c$iEax can be obtained by curve fitting. In a colloid
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containing 9 mg/l ferric hydrous oxide K = 3.6 x
lo6 M-’ and ~~i?r~‘~= 1.40 x 10e4 M were found.
2.2. Impulse radiolysis experiments
The Notre Dam Radiation Laboratory LINAC
was used as the source of radiation. The DC conductivity signal after 8 MeV electron pulse was detected by a fast conductivity cell and fed into a
Biomation 8100 transient recorder. Compensation
of stationary current provided the possibility to
work up to pH = 11.O. Details of the setup and data
treatment can be found in Ref. (7). The overall time
constant of the whole system was about 2 ns. Extensive signal averaging and subtraction of oppositely biased signals made it possible to achieve
drastic noise reduction and cancellation of the spurious signal due to the electron beam. The final
curve at each composition and time scale was built
up of 100 individual signals and had a reproducibility of better than 5%. Dose in single shots never
exceeded 100 rad and the decay kinetics appeared
to be independent of dose below this value.
A recirculation cell was used in the measurements. To provide steady flow in the system we
applied a peristaltic pump. The baseline conductivity of the sols was monitored with an ordinary flowthrough AC conductivity cell installed behind the
glassy carbon “transient cell.““’
A typical extra current vs time curve after averaging and subtraction is displayed in Fig. 2. Hydroxide ion concentration
in the solution was 2.3
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Fig. I. Adsorption isotherm of OH- ions on colloidal ferric hydrous oxide particles. Colloid content of the sots is
9 mg/l. 0 stands for experimental points of the isotherm,
the solid line corresponds to a Langmuir isotherm with
parameters c~$‘~ = 1.4 x 10e4 M and K = 3.6 x lo6
M- ‘. The relative value of effective rate constant, k,fflk,
as a function of co” - is also displayed ( + ).
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Fig. 2. Extra current vs time in colloidal ferric hydrous
oxide after irradiation with 8 MeV electrons. Experimental
points (Cl) are results of averaging and substraction of oppositely biased signals. co”- = 2.3 x lo-’ M in the solution. Surface coverage of 98% can be obtained from the
isotherm at this value. The solid line is the result of calculations based on the competitive kinetic model.
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x 10e5 M, which corresponds
to 98% coverage of
the colloid surface.
The order of measurements was the following.
After having the freshly prepared sol aged under
uitrapure Nz atmosphere the stability of the conductivity signal was checked. The first measurement was always taken at high hydroxide concentration, i.e. at the saturation part of the isotherm.
Then a small amount of 0.0097 M HCl was added
to the sample. Another aging of the colloid followed
this until the pH and electric conductivity reached
their stationary value. At this new equilibrium, impulse radiolysis measurements were again carried
out. With this kind of titration we could follow the
behavior of the system almost down to the isoelectric point between pH = 8.0 and pH = 7.0.

where cH+ and ccoll are concentrations
of the radiation produced protons and of the colloid particles, respectively.
Rewriting eqn (3):
(4)

-dcH+/dt

= (kl + klC,,,,/Coe-)CH+CoH-.

If there is no considerable change in cOH- during the
reaction the expression in parentheses can be handled as an effective second order rate coefficient,
k eff.

Pulse radiolysis of dilute alkaline solutions is
well described in the literature.“2V’3’ The only reaction contributing to the conductivity signal on nanosecond timescale at the given solute concentrations and dose is the neutralization
reaction (I).
Radiation produced hydrogen ions also react with
ea4- but this reaction gives only a negligible correction to the extra current, Ai, due to the equation

We evaluated the k,dk, ratio from current decay
after irradiation of the ~01s. The results as a function
of pH are displayed in Fig. 3. Although experimental errors increase as con- decreases, the curve
shows a significant gradient at low hydroxide concentrations. Attention is drawn to the correlation
between the shape of adsorption isotherm and that
of the effective rate constant as a funtion of con - :
enhancement of kcE and decrease from its saturation
value of 0 take place at similar hydroxide concentrations. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1, where the
adsorption isotherm and keBlkl vs cOH- are both
displayed.
If one makes a further assumption regarding the
diffusion control of both reactions (I) and (II) the
ratio k,slk, can be expressed as

(2)

(5)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ai ot (An+ + X~H-)cn+
+ (A,- - Xon-)C.-.

k&i

= 1 + D~+&~ccolJ
(DH+

+

DOH-MOH-,

AH+, Aon- and A,- denote the equivalent conductivity of H+, OH- and e-. Since A,- and Aon- are
almost equal, the second term, i.e. extra current
due to solvated electrons, plays no role.
In a colloidal system, protons can react with the
colloid particles as well. Although their concentration is small, each particle carries an enormous negative charge which makes them preferable reaction
partners. The typical number of OH- ions in our
system is 2.5-2.8 x lo4 ions/particle, a value estimated on the basis of particle size and adsorption
isotherm measurements (see 2.1). This is a consequence of specific OH- adsorption on the particle
surface. Schematically the reaction can be written
as follows:

(II)

H+ + coll.(OH-),,,, AHzO
+ coll.(OH-),,,,_,.

Competition takes place between adsorbed and
bulk hydroxide ions for the radiation produced protons. The kinetic equation for the decay of H+ is
(3)

-dc,+ldt

= klcOH- - cH+ + k+Eo,,CH+,

Fig. 3. Effective rate constant of neutralization reaction
as a function of pH (-). The lower line comes from
theory of diffusion controlled reactions inserting the Yukawa potential for the attraction between reactants; the
upper line is the result of the same theory but Coulomb
potential accounts for the interaction. The isoelectric point
at pH = 8 hampered the measurements resulting in increased error.
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where DH + and DoH - are the diffusion coefficients
of H+ and OH- ions, respectively. The definition
of the so-called reaction radius h is

(6)

A-’

=

I cf
I*

exp[ V(r)lkJ]l?

dr.

Here V(r) denotes the interaction potential between
the reactants at distance r. r* stands for the critical
distance at which immediate reaction takes place.
hcoll is the same as A for the reaction between a
colloid particle and a proton. In eqn (5) we made
use of the assumption that in reaction (II) the size
of reactant coll.(OH-),,,
is enormous compared to
an OH- ion, and consequently its diffusion can be
neglected.
It is usual to apply a Coulomb potential to describe the interaction
(7)

V(r) = zAzBe2/[4m&r

- r’)].

zA and zB are the number of elementary charges e
carried by reactants A and B and r’ stands for the
particle radius. For the Coulomb potential if r’ =
0 the integral in eqn (6) can be evaluated analytically. Inserting the result in eqn (5) we obtain
DH

k

eff=1+

kl

+ ZCOIICCOII

x (1 - exp[ - e2/4arockBTr*])
(DH+ + DOH-ICOHx (1 - exp[ -zcolle2/4~TTEgEkgTr*collI)

(8)
where zcori and r&i, respectively,
represent the
number of elementary charges and the critical distance for colloid particles.
The number of elementary charges on a colloid
particle is equal to the number of hydroxide ions
attached to a particle
(9)

Zcoll = &i-lc,,,,*

Making use of eqns (1) and (9) one can evaluate eqn
(8). If r&l is taken to be roughly equal to the radius
of a colloidal particle it turns out that the exponential expression in the denominator is negligible.
Thus the con- dependence of ke&kl in the case
of the Coulomb potential with r’ = 0 is of the form
(10)

ke&kl = 1 + DH+KcF$~~~
x (1 - exp[ -e2/4mo~kJ’r*])/

X (DH+ + Don-)(1

+ KcOH-).

If we use the literature value r* = 6.1 A(‘*) there
is no fitting parameter in eqn (10). The calculated

curve is given by the upper line in Fig. 3. It is striking how this model overestimates kefflkl although it
reflects some features of our experimental findings.
The calculated kes/kl ratio decreases as cou- increases, reaching one as the limiting value which
reminds us of the behavior of the measured k&k,
versus COH- relation. No dramatic change has been
observed taking r’ equal to the radius of colloid
particles.
This picture might be improved by the use of a
more realistic interaction. The Debye-Htickel
theory of electrolyte solutions shows that the interaction potential between ions is a Yukawa or
screened Coulomb potential
(11)

V(r) =

zAz&’
X

exp[ - (r - r’)lrD]/[4moE(r - r’)],

where rD = (~oekBT/2pN,.,e2Z)“Zis the Debye screening length, p and Z are the density and ionic strength
of the solution, NA denotes the Avogadro number.
Phase diagram calculations of charged colloidal suspensions”4’ also verify this potential as a form of
interaction between colloid particles.
Numerical evaluation of eqn (6) in the case of
the Yukawa potential yields A,,,, as a function of
zcoll. The solid curve in Fig. 3 corresponds to eqn
(5) with the screened Coulomb potential in A,,, and
A. Again, no fitting parameter has been used in this
model. The dramatic change in the calculated curve
shows the extreme potential sensitivity
of our
model. It seems quite obvious that if the attractive
potential is screened it decreases the enhancement
of the effective rate coefficient originating from the
enormous charge carried by a colloidal particle.
Although agreement cannot be achieved either
with the Coulomb or with the Yukawa potential our
calculation assigns them as upper and lower limits
for the real interaction.
SUMMARY
Specific absorption of hydroxide ions on the surface of ferric hydrous oxide particles in negative
sols can be understood in terms of Langmuir isotherms. These particles as reactants differ in two
main respects from ordinary ions, viz. their radius
and charge enormously exceed those of ions.
Utilizing the example of the neutralization
reaction we have demonstrated both experimentally
and theoretically how the interaction potential increases along the adsorption isotherm and how this
may lead to enhancement in the rate of a diffusion
controlled reaction.
We measured the electric conductivity with nanosecond time resolution after an energetic electron
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pulse had produced H+ , OH-, e, and neutral species in the system. The effective rate constant of
the neutralization reaction in the sols increased with
decreasing hydroxide concentration.
This finding was rationalized in terms of the theory of diffusion controlled reactions. Calculations
have taught us that consideration of the Coulomb
potential acting between particles overestimates
the enhancement
whereas results with Debye
screening indicate smaller effect than observed.
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